
Income Makeover. Earn like a CEO. Over $3000+ in potential earnings by 
Using this diverse range of methodologies.  
 
Researched and tested income generating methods that work consistently.  
 
Terms & Conditions: Review before continuing this amazing network of 
funding strategies, to be in agreement with these  terms. This is mandatory, 
there are no exceptions. No chargebacks or refunds will be issued after 
purchase. 
 
• Income Makeover benefits and profits can exceed $1000, in cash. This 
statement can be executed if the methods are done in an exact manner 
and you spend adequate time developing your process. Working the 
process to acquire large profits can take weeks or months to achieve.  
Instant Information such as your IP can be collected and researched at 
Income Makeover. Do not share for illegal purposes.  
• Income Makeover and its methods may be for sale for an unlimited 
period. Support may not be included and it is best to follow the method as 
given. 
• These terms can be changed/reissued at any time without notice.  
 
What’s in store? Now that we have skimmed through the boring parts, let’s 
get down to business. What is truly in store for you and what amount of 
money will this book provide? Welcome to Income Makeover! This is a 
revolutionary, sophisticated eBook that will guide you through a diverse 
range of premium methods, providing you a wide range of valid business 
techniques that will allow you to strive, earn money and teach you a few 
important money-earning factors along the way. What makes us different? 
Income Makeover differentiates from other mediocre eBooks that provide 
low quality or not even working methods. All Income Makeover methods 
are either working or private and are thoroughly examined for a week 
before writing the method in this book. We have tested 10 other eBooks 
from a range of sites and found that only 3/10 of the eBooks provided a 



maximum of $15.30 after a week of approval. This means that a solid 70% 
of these books did not work. Income Makeover is different and alluring. We 
provide a total of 5+ methods that will be earning you a constant above 
average income from home.  
 
Let’s get started earning!  
 
Technique 1: Affiliate/Advertising Marketing Possible Earnings: $550+ 
What can I spend that money on? This technique is extremely easy and is 
truly entertaining and allusive for beginner entrepreneurs. You are going to 
choose a random popular genre that analyses statistics with SEO 
techniques (Income Makeover will teach you this.).  Next, you will create a 
site that will attract a large number of visitors. Then, you will apply 
monetizing techniques such as CPSMS, CPA, Ads, PPD, etc, and attract 
high volume traffic. This takes a quick maximum of  1 – 2 hours to setup 
and will be completely on autopilot once complete. Your estimated earnings 
will be $550+, however, this tested method can exceed $1000 when 
executed with focus. There is no further investment required.  
Let’s get to it!  
Let’s get down to business. Before starting this method, it is required that 
you sign up for software, etc. Then, sign up to a CPA site that provides 
cash.  
 
Here are a wide range of trusted examples: CPA Lead, CPAGrip, and CPA 
Build. 
• Sign up to an advertising/publisher network: YouTube Facebook Weebly 
Discord Income Makeoverings. 
• Download a video editing/photo editing software: Photoshop Open Shot 
Open Broadcasting Software Camtasia and that’s it! Once you have 
followed and achieved the requirements you can start using the technique!  
Technique 1:  
1) Alright! You have fulfilled the requirements and it’s time to start earning! 
First, locate a popular niche or multiple niches. This basically means a 



game, movie, genre or literally anything popular! When this method was 
tested, then introduced a game genre. If you are having trouble 
understanding here are some niche examples from which you will create 
the final product. Some examples include; “game hacks”, “unlock new 
movies”, “gift cards”.  
All these have something in common, your free commodity.  
2) Now that you have chosen a niche, it is time to test if it is popular 
enough. Now this is where you will need basic SEO techniques. This book 
will teach you how. First, you want to go ahead and reach the site: google 
trends, a SEO site designed to analyse and represent the popularity of a 
keyword. Now, we will need multiple keywords to advertise and share our 
site.  Choose an important niche. Income Makeover™ 
3) Input your niche (can be a game title, movie, etc), and let’s analyse the 
data. Here is an example of a very popular niche with popular categories 
due to numerical values and graph ratios. As you can see the game rose 
up to a value of 100 at one point. This means that the keyword/niche is 
excellent and highly recommended to use. Make sure your niche looks 
higher, similar or the one on this graph.  
4) Elaborating further, now that you have discovered your niche it is time to 
create a site where your cash will flow. For this example, this book will be 
executing a site via CPALead. Your customised site will vary depending on 
the niche. To have a maximised income, you will be required to use 
imagination and diversity to attract visitors.  
5) Once you have signed in your PPC/CPA site of choice, it is time to 
distribute a nice-looking attraction. First, create a locker site via using a 
template. For this example, Income Makeover will execute a locker site that 
will award users with “vbucks”, a virtual currency. Your site can lock a 
secret unreleased movie, provide a game hack, give virtual currency or 
reward gift cards, use your imagination!  
Template Examples: https://i.imgur.com/vLUP62h.png  
6) You can edit your template by adding custom titles such as “Free Gift 
cards, Etc.” and adding images/logos. Here is an example that Income 



Makeover created within only 5 minutes! Make sure to make it look 
legitimate and provide prizes that seem redeemable to your customers.  
BONUS TIP: If you are having trouble sparking a page, you can choose 
already made pages via the homepage of your CPA site. If your site does 
not have premade templates, here is a standardised setting fluctuation to 
edit! Pre-made template settings https://i.imgur.com/NUx0n0N.png 
https://i.imgur.com/bLle8CL.png Final product: 
https://i.imgur.com/nA2P7lf.png  
7) Once you have finished your locker page it is time to advertise it. Now 
this is the hard part of the method however, Income Makeover will make it 
extremely easy to execute and receive traffic. There are numerous ways to 
advertise your locker effectively and with ease. With this book, it will 
provide many diverse ranges of methods to support you. The most popular 
and easiest way to earn traffic is through YouTube. YouTube can allow you 
to provide "proof", with SEO techniques such as keywords. Here are keys 
to distributing a video? Here is where Income Makeover will help you.  
8) First, record yourself browsing your site and completing an “offer”. Now 
promote this with sophisticated luring techniques. You want to scroll down, 
browse slowly and make sure to include a voice-over/text. After this you 
want to “complete an offer” (you don’t have to) then include proof that you 
have received a prize. This can of course be fake, but you must include 
innocent and trustful distribution to viewers. If you don’t have a form to 
create your own proof, you can easily re-employ other content by doing 
this: Search your niche on YouTube with the recommended title  e.g., “free 
gems in clash royale hack generator”. Find a video which pursues a type of 
proof distribution and copy the link.  
 
Go to https://ytcutter.com and paste in the YouTube video link and trim the 
video with your desired measurement. And walla! You now have some 
proof!  
9) Now that you have gathered your resources, compile all the files into a 
video editing software (i.e., Camtasia, etc.) and edit your video in a 
professional manner. Add music, effects, etc. and make it look realistic. 



Next, upload your video to YouTube and add basic features such as a 
thumbnail (created by Photoshop), a title and some keywords (most 
important!). Congregate some keywords by inputting your title on the site: 
https://rapidtags.io Keyword examples include, “free fortnite vbucks!”, “how 
to get free giftcards 2020 new!”, etc.  
10) If you need further help relating to titles, tags, etc., check the  
Technique 1 Resource Package for examples and fluctuations.  
11) Sadly, promoting your landing page on YouTube won’t be enough. The 
next most popular traffic network is Twitter/Facebook.  
Sign up to either https://twitter.com or https://facebook.com or both. Here 
are the steps for promoting on Facebook and Twitter (much easier than 
YouTube):  
Twitter:  
1) Sign into a new twitter account and generate a username relating to your 
niche. This includes, “FreeVirtualCurrencies”, “GiveawayHub”, etc., use 
your imagination! Import a nice-looking profile and banner. Here is an 
example:  
2) Now that you have a profile it is time to promote! There is a diverse 
variety of methodologies for which to distribute exposure, however, let’s 
start with the most simplistic method, creating a post. Create a post on your 
twitter profile with a description. Once you have provided a description, go 
onto https://bit.ly or any other link and shorten your landing page. This is so 
twitter doesn’t recognise it as a “scam page”.  Furthermore, we need some 
tags to get more exposure, navigate to https://seekmetrics.com and input 
your niche, then collect some hashtags and post your new profound 
advertisement! You can add images such as gift cards,etc. to make it more 
alluring. Here is an example!  
3) Once that is done, you can further expose your link by replying to 
famous related icons. For example, if I was giving out free robux, I would 
reply from my post to users who relate to roblox on twitter. This will create 
further engagements and exposure, ultimately leading to more cash in your 
pocket. For facebook, literally duplicate the steps, however, make sure to 
create a facebook page as well as profile for advertising! 



  
Congratulations! You have mastered the first technique. Congratulations, 
you completed the first technique. To promote and further maintain your 
landing page, continue to post contents regularly on YouTube, etc. and 
spread your imagination to a variety of different networks.  
BONUS TIPS:  
• You can further advertise your landing pages via discord servers and 
discord messaging!  
• You can create a site with Weebly, etc. or plain script then integrate 
multiple landing pages for extra earnings.  
• Generate more than one type of niche for extra earnings.  
• Manipulate multiple CPA sites.  
• Merge your landing page into an app and share it as an APK (Android) or 
IPA (iOS) for more earnings.  
• To withdraw with bitcoin, etc. use paxful.com or another PayPal to bitcoin 
conversion site!  
Proof of earnings: Here is how much Income Makeover generated by using 
this exact technique for 2 weeks! We weren’t lying, this is a great method! 
CPAGrip paid the most! CpaLead: CpaGrip:  
Technique 2: Discord Server Monetization Possible Earnings: $800+ What 
a pay out. Discord, one of the most famous and trusted chatting services 
for gamers. It has a clean layout and provides an amazing place for 
communities, chatting, etc. However, Discord is a cash tree, you generate 
thousands of possible incomes with complete ease. In this technique, 
Income Makeover will explain various discord earning techniques and 
explains how you start making easy money, from sitting simply at home 
and completing tasks on a messaging app. Methods take mere minutes up 
to a maximum of 2 hours. Some are autopilot while others require little 
work. It’s time to earn like a professional! Excited? Well let’s get earning! 
Requirements. Let’s check the list. Before starting this method, it is 
required that you sign up to these sites and fit other requirements such as 
software’s, etc. Let’s get to it! Required sign ups/preparations:  
• Create a new discord account.  



• Create a playerup account.  
• Setup voucherify. (Leave this site open)  
• Linkvertise account. 
Technique 2.  
1) Well now that you have gone through the requirements it is time to start 
this method! In short terms, there will be 2 methods regarding discord. The 
first, insinuating discord monetization with referrals, link monetization and 
server selling. This is extremely simplistic and will require almost no effort. 
The second will require you to create another discord account and 
purchase nitro, we will then sell the account and refund nitro for your 
financial gain. This is once again simplistic and takes mere seconds to 
setup! You can select one or both methods to start earning cash.  Discord 
Server Method.  
2) We are going to make a discord server. You will need to make a discord 
account (which you should already have) first to create this server. To 
generate a server, click the plus icon on the top right of your discord layout. 
This will prompt some settings to adjust for your server, this includes a title 
and server image. Now the server in which you are going to make will need 
a basis. Income Makeover has provided multiple award servers, gift card 
servers, etc. + free custom gfx for your profiling image. Check the 
technique 2 resource package and select a title/basis for your server + an 
icon.  
3) Once you have completed making the design of the server, it’s time to 
add some content. Make multiple channels including a #announcements, 
#welcome, #drops and #invite-rewards. These channels are all needed to 
properly sustain and grow your server. A few images/examples have been 
provided to help you create content.  
4) Once you have completed making channels, you will need to advertise 
your server. To do this you will need to integrate a few bots/sites to help 
you create an effective server.  
Here is the list of bots and sites you will need to use: 
https://giveawaybot.party https://top.gg/bot/409875566800404480 



https://mee6.xyz https://disboard.org https://discord.me/servers 
https://discordservers.com https://discordsl.com  
5) Once you have integrated a sign up or invitation for each of the discord 
features, here is the explanation of each bot/site and a short summary of 
each distribution and its effect on gaining members. 
https://giveawaybot.party – You will be using this bot to host giveaways; 
this will attract and persuade members of your server to trust its 
compilation and engage in action. Use this bot to create giveaways. 
However, with giveaways we need prizes. You can use this giveaway 
feature with voucherify.io. Using voucherify, you can generate random 
codes. These codes can then be used for giveaways. In the resource 2 
package, different code regex (code combinations) ranging from xbox to 
steam have been provided. Use this site to generate random codes, which 
ultimately lead to prizes! This may sound confusing so here is an example. 
https://top.gg/bot/409875566800404480  
Invite manager is self-explanatory, it is a bot that will allow users and 
yourself to track invites. So they can receive and collect status, eventually 
leading to their “prize”. (Hint: You won’t be giving prizes; this is just so your 
server can grow!). https://disboard.org https://discord.me/servers 
https://discordservers.com https://discordsl.com – All the sites listed above 
including package bots which are used to advertise your server. You will be 
able to list your server on each of the sites, supplying a mass wave of 
invites towards your server!  
6) Now that the bots are done and we have an advertising factor on your 
server, let’s add monetization techniques into your server. This will start to 
get your money flowing! Income Makeover has provided multiple methods 
which can be used to earn big cash.  
The first method is to utilize a drop channel in which “prize drops” are 
shared. These prizes are then monetized with short links and soon enough, 
referral demands to provide you cash. You will need to first collect some 
prizes. Now where can you possibly generate prizes without spending a 
dime? There are many techniques and here is a list of some: Generating 
codes via voucherify.io: This is self-explanatory, using regex combinations 



codes ranging from steam, etc. and there you go! You have some gift card 
prizes. Integrate these gift cards into a site such as https://pastebin.com 
and then monetize the links on linkvertise.  $$$ is flowing through your 
account! You can provide 5-10+ drops every day. Here is the basic maths 
of what you would earn. If you had 2000 discord members and only 50% 
clicked on 10 links, you would get $100-200 from linkvertise everyday by 
literally clicking buttons! Example: Grabbing accounts via forums: you can 
grab accounts/resources from forums such as nulled.to or cracked.to then 
apply the same process of monetizing the accounts by placing them in 
https://pastebin.com then applying a linkvertise monetization distribution.  
Here is a list of forums/sites where you can get some resources: 
https://cracked.to https://nulled.to https://hackerforums.net 
https://hqcombo.com https://combo-list.com https://priv8.to https://sinister.ly 
https://freeaccount.biz http://bugmenot.com  
7) Now that you have some resources, giveaways and a little bit of 
monetization, it’s time to share your affiliation links. This is the most 
profitable part and can earn over $500, when done correctly. You will first 
need to sign up to some affiliate sites. Here are some examples, if you 
know any other affiliate sites (sites that pay you for referrals) use them! 
https://www.pointsprizes.com https://www.prizerebel.com 
https://packetstream.io https://provider.fluidstack.io 
https://www.g2a.com/goldmine Income Makeover™  
8) Once you have signed up to any of the affiliate site/sites, integrate them 
to your servers. To do this you are going to simply compile a message into 
a channel promoting these sites. Now this is good and will provide some 
traffic, however, you will need to add some “spices”  to make these sites 
more persuadable. This includes generating your own message that goes 
along the lines of “Hey guys! Sign up to these sites and use them for at 
least one week! If you do this, I will personally give each one of you nitro! 
This will occur due to profits made:  D”, this is simply one example ad  it is 
recommended you make your own. You do not need to make the promise, 
this is just a marketing technique.  



9) Congratulations! You have completed the monetization of your server. 
To finish off the server method there are a couple more steps you will need 
to complete to earn a major cash amount. The first will require you to join 
servers (can be found via the sites in which you advertise your server) and 
message people with pre-made SMS advertising templates. Simply join a 
server and message multiple members with the SMS templates. Here are 
some images to help you out: Income Makeover™ 2020 | Official eBook |  
10) It is finally time for the final step of this server method, selling your 
server. Once your discord server reaches at least 900+ members, it can 
then go for real money exceeding $50-100+ depending on customers and 
members. Using player up, create a new thread promoting your server and 
your sale price. Here is a list of rates you should go by for quick sales: 500 
Members: $45-$50 1K Members: $85-$100 2K Members: $150-$200 3K+ 
Members: $200-$500 Congrats you’re done! You did well! You will cashin 
with Goodluck earning on discord server! These steps can be completed 
unlimited times, generating amazing incomes!  
Proof of earnings: Here is how much Income Makeover generated via using 
this exact technique for 2 1/2 weeks! We recommend this for easy, major 
earnings. (Private Payment Via Player up) [1.5K Member Server]  
Total: $782.20 In 18 Days!  
Discord Account Method. BONUS METHOD  
1) Welcome to the Income Makeover Discord Account Method! This 
method is entirely simplistic with no investment required! You are literally 
going to make verified, premium discord accounts with a technique then 
resell for big earnings$$$ in marketplaces. Excited? Terrific, let’s get to the 
method.  
2) Next, you are required to make some discord accounts. Go to 
https://discordapp.com/register and create an account by filling in simple 
information. Make sure to leave the email section blank!  
3) After filling in the username and password, add your email.  
Instead use a different temporary mail service called 
https://www.tempmailaddress.com . Now that you have completed one 
account, verify it. You need a phone number for this, to use free services 



and receive sms messages from discord: http://receive-sms-online.com/ 
https://www.freeonlinephone.org https://getfreesmsnumber.com 
http://receivefreesms.com http://sms.sellaite.com  
https://receive-sms.com https://www.textnow.com/ 
https://messages.textfree.us/register (You can also verify it by email! Sms 
is not required!)  
4) Manually fluctuating one discord account is not enough, repeat steps 1-4 
at least 10 times then export all the accounts into a text. The common price 
for 10 accounts is a solid $12. Yes, this may sound crazy but these 4 steps 
which take a few minutes can earn you $12. You are making some 
MONEY.  Simply by selling these discord accounts on 
https://www.playerup.com/accounts/discordaccount/ or any other 
forum/community you know. The average rate is $0.83 per account and 
you have 10 accounts. Using the rate multiplier;  100 accounts are equal to 
$83!  
Technique 3 Bitcoin Scripting/Method Possible Earnings: $960+ Too good, 
we are making $$$. This technique will require you to bet bitcoin on trusted 
sites and in return receive massive profits that can 50x multiply your 
investments. A huge gain. This technique will offer tips, strategies, 
programs and private scripts to get you earning effectively, cheers! This 
method is different from the rest due to it being and a little risky. Be 
warned, you may lose investments and/or gain $$$. It is good gambling 
and a little risky.  Generate the money!  
Requirements: This is going to be easy! Gambling sites to register:  
• Bustabit/Alternatives  
• Bitcoin Address Scripts for sites 
• Resource 3 Folder  
Technique 3.  
1) Before even starting this technique, note the requirements.  
First there will be 2 different methods in this technique; a private scripted 
bustabit script/s which will allow you to make money safely, with little risk. 
Remember that you can lose something! Method 1 will require an 



investment of $5+. You will return profits maximised at $30-$500 per day! 
Just do it!  
Bustabit Method:  
2) Introducing this method, you will be required to invest $5 into  
bustabit.io, a crash bitcoin-based gambling game. It is 100% trusted with 
an average of $1000 invested, per 5-60 seconds! To deposit, register an 
account and select a cashier, send $5 in btc(Approximately 0.00068btc) to 
the labelled btc address.  
3) Once you have invested $5, put $1 worth of btc into the bankroll (100 
bits). This will ensure profit on autopilot in case you lose any earnings.  
4) Once you have invested some $$$ for future profits, it is finally time to 
gamble!  
Bustabit is a thrilling social bitcoin gambling game. It's a real time, simple, 
and exciting game where you can securely play for fun or to win a fortune. 
During each round of the game, you can place a bet before the round 
starts. Once the round begins, a lucky multiplier starts at 1x and begins 
climbing higher and higher. At any moment, you can click "Cashout" to lock 
in the current multiplier which awards you with your multiplied bet. Every 
round is a fight between risk and reward. Do you cash out at 1.1x for a 
conservative win? Or do you stay in the game to hunt the high 1000x 
multipliers?  
5) Now that you know what in the world bustabit is, what is the strategy? 
You will get a chance to choose a script, which will automate betting safely, 
with maximized profits. These scripts are 100% autopilot, meaning you can 
earn big money by doing nothing! Your scripts can be found in the resource 
3 folder. You will be required to leave a device (PC, phone, etc.) on for as 
long as you like. Here are the descriptions for each script: Average + $60 - 
$180 Per Day: This script is $0.10 per bet and applies a 1.1x bet multiplier. 
Every win will reward you with a $0.01. Now this may not seem much, 
however, this will award approximately $0.12/minute. This means you will 
earn $7.20 per hour, excluding losses (Losses may vary from $0.00 to 
$7.20). This conclusively leads to an average $60 - $180 per day! Super 
Safe with earnings of + $15 - $30 Per Day. Same as the average $60 - 



$180 per day script except a minor betting differentiation, including a 
shortened bet of $0.01 with a higher multiplier. Safe Martingale + $60 - 
$100 Per Day  
This script integrates the old 18th century concept of Martingale. This 
includes that with every loss, the bet multiplier is increased, doubling your 
earnings. Safe Martingale bets $0.01 per bet with a 2x multiplier and 
increases on loss. After Income Makeover research and testing, this script 
earned an average of $60 - $100 per day after a week of trials and 
earnings of a sum of $2.50, per hour. Super Risky Martingale + $300 - 
$500 Per Day. Same as the Safe Martingale at + $60 - $100 Per Day 
except a minor betting differentiation, including an increased bet of $1 with 
a higher multiplier. After Income Makeover research and testing, this script 
earned an average of $300- $500 per day, after 4 days of trial at $12.50 per 
hour. Sniper Copy + $$$$Random Per Day This script is quite different 
than others, it allows you to choose a random user and copy their exact 
action.  Income Makeover’s personal achievements from this script varied 
from $600 - -$300 per day with earnings $310 profit. It is extremely risky, 
however, with research and simulation of a user, you can achieve max 
profits. That’s it! Simple wasn’t it? Good luck!  
Proof of earnings: Here is how much Income Makeover generated via using 
this exact technique for 2 weeks! We recommend this for easy, major 
earnings. Each script was used for approximately 15 – 24 hours straight, 
for 2 weeks on 5 separate accounts. Total Received Via Bitcoin! Income 
Makeover™ 2020 | Official eBook | Any leaks will result in lawful 
prosecution. Investment Stats: Average + $60 - $180 Per Day with $13 
invested, $63 return. (3 days) Super Safe + $15 - $30 Per Day with $5 
invested, $120 return. (6 days) Safe Martingale + $60 - $100 Per Day $25 
invested, $200 return (2 days) ($-120 profit, $320 previous total.) Super 
Risky Martingale + $300 - $500 Per Day $50 invested, with a $290 return. 
(1 ½ days) Sniper Copy + $$$$ Random Per Day with $10 invested, $30 
return (6 hours) Bonus! Bet Big - Win Big + $1000+ Per Day at  $100 
invested, $85 return (1 hour) Grand total: $788 USD [Excluding Transaction 
Fees]  



Good luck with your earnings!  
Technique 4: 
Steam Key Manipulation Possible Earnings: $500+ Bring the $$$ home? In 
technique 4, you will be conducting an operation in which you will gain 
steam keys for free via multiple sites, legally. After this, you will list these 
steam keys as a specialized product and sell them at an individual price on 
multiple shopping ecommerce sites like eBay, etc. combined with automatic 
viewing bots customized by Income Makeover to boost sales. Furthermore, 
you will learn some advertising and persuasive techniques to help you get 
going! Estimated profits exceed $500 your input to just click a couple of 
buttons and copy & paste information.  
This is going to be a breeze! Before conducting method 4, you are going to 
position and consolidate with a few requirements. Sites: Ebay/Any other 
ecommerce site. Steam accounts(5x+) Marvelousga (Leave this site open) 
Dupedornot (Leave this site open) Gamecode.win (Leave this site open) 
Grabfreegame (Leave this site open).  
1) First and foremost, you will use some working steam keys. This can be 
done via the free steam key sites provided. What you are going to do is 
create multiple steam accounts via steam, then, sign up to these sites and 
gain at least 20 keys. Once done, you are going to create a sales list on 
ebay and sell these keys for our recommended prices. A private bot 
programmed by Income Makeover will be implemented to boost sales. 
Gaining steam keys:  
2) The first site in which you are going to visit is Marvelousga. This website 
provides free steam keys for completing simplistic offers (NOT SURVEYS!) 
like clicking sites and joining steam groups. Predominantly, make sure you 
have more than 5x steam accounts which you created in the steam 
website. Once you have visited marvelous ga, sign up with random 
information. Income Makeover™ 2020 | Official eBook | Any leaks will 
result in lawful prosecution. Income Makeover™ 2020 | Official eBook | Any 
leaks will result in lawful prosecution.  
3) Once you have signed up, its time to grab some keys! Grab all the keys 
from offers and start completing simplistic tasks for some of these keys. 



You must connect a steam account to do so, this account must be the new 
one you created, using this method. Income Makeover™ 2020 | Official 
eBook | Any leaks will result in lawful prosecution.  
4) Once you have collected the maximum keys for one account, repeating 
with the additional accounts you created via steam. Create a new 
marvelous account for each new steam account. After completely maxing 
all your keys for every account, implement them into a notepad document 
and move to a new site. Dupedornot, Gamecode and Grabfreegame work 
the same as marvelous ga. You will repeat the steps provided to increase 
your earnings for each of these sites. Now doing the maths, you get an 
average of 15 keys, per site per day. This means you get approximately 45 
keys per 5 steam accounts. This is a lot of keys and is more than enough 
for your steam key business.  
IMPORTANT: Make sure to check your steam keys via this link: 
https://store.steampowered.com/account/registerkey, cancel the 
redemption so you activate the key! Earning stacks of $$$.  
1) Now you have the stock of working keys, it is finally time to distribute 
them on a marketplace. Income Makeover highly recommends eBay due to 
high traffic rates and easy marketing sustainability, however, you can 
fluctuate marketplaces if you would like. Further examples will be 
conducted on eBay.  
2) Once you have created setup payments methods, etc. with eBay, it is 
time to create a listing. Proceed to the sell tab by clicking the label on the 
top right.  
3) Continue by filling out a listing page selling steam keys. A whole variety 
of examples including titration. 
4) Once you have generated your listing, it is time to boost it with secretive 
techniques that you will find nowhere else! Income Makeover has provided 
an Ebay Hitter Bot, which generates views and ultimately boosts your sales 
to more traffic, bringing you in the cash! Here is an example of it working: 
This tool may guarantee hot listings for you. So now you may be 
wondering, where can I get this? It is located within the Resource 4 



Package and here are some instructions to help. Scroll down to the 
description of your listing and copy the item product number:  
Proceed to the King Ebay Hitter Program, located in the Resource 4 
Package. Fill in the requirements then click “Integrate” then, the program 
will bot you customised, high quality views.  
5) That’s it!  You now have a view botting source that provides 
approximately 20,000 views per day and a listing of steam keys, you are 
now capable of earning a good solid income! After this stage you can sit 
back and relax while the money flows into your account.  
Steam Key Price Guide:  
1 Key - $0.99  
2 Keys - $1.50  
3 Keys - $2.00 …  
Increase prices by $0.50 -  $1 increments.  
Proof of earnings: Here is how much Income Makeover generated by using 
this exact technique for 1 week! We recommend this for major earnings. 
Technique 5:  Crypto Currency Bait Possible Earnings: $1000+ *For 
education purposes. This is just to educate users on this issue. What am I 
going to do? This method requires users to create and distribute a video 
claiming to generate thousands of bitcoin/money for free by buying a 
simple script. With video proof, it lures buyers into buying your script 
(valued at $80+) and can earn up to $1000+ per day by literally doing 
nothing. This technique has proven to work and can claim easy earnings. 
Remember, this is a blackhat technique, 
This is to educate users on this issue. It’s time to connect the dots! Before 
conducting method 5, you are going to be required to position and 
consolidate with a few requirements.  
• Minerlock or Satoshidisk Account  
• Private scripts (located in Resource 5 Package)  
• New Bitcoin Address  
• YouTube Account  
• Screen Recorder  



1) Log into your minerlock or satoshidisk account. Once this process has 
been completed, continue to the Technique 5 Resource Package. Inside, 
various scripts will be included to put on sale for your “bitcoin hack”. The 
script provided will require modification. Here is a list of script modifications 
before you start anything regarding listings: Direct BTC Script:  
Open the txt file with notepad or any other text editor. Click CTRL + H then 
find the combination: then replace it with your own BTC Address then click 
replace all. Here is an example: Income Makeover™ 2020 | Official eBook. 
2) Once the modification has been executed, it is time to upload the script. 
This is self-explanatory. For minerlock, proceed to your account dashboard, 
and select file lock via the user navigation. Then, click the add file button on 
the top right of the screen and select the Direct BTC Script. Here is a 
visualised procession: Option Recommendations: File Name: FREE 
BITCOIN SCRIPT 2020+ UPDATE Price: 0.0025($20) Description: Bitcoin 
blockchain hack! Get bitcoins now via the exploit quickly with ease! 
Completely legal! Keywords: (Located in keywords txt, Resource 5 
Package).  
3) Now that you have a source page that exchanges bitcoin for a “hack” it is 
time to promote this page so you can start earning some cryptocurrency! 
YouTube is recommended. Using any screen recorder (OBS is 
recommended), record yourself, using inspect element (to fake proof) in 
your chosen script. You can edit your video by adding watermarks of your 
script payment and music, voiceover, etc. Here is an example of using 
blockchain! Use your imagination and remember to make it as legitimate as 
possible. 
4) Continuing further, once you have created your video, it is time to upload 
it to YouTube. Now, this can be promoted as either a static video (simple 
upload) or live video. Or both (recommended for major earnings). As 
always with YouTube, you will be required to implement SEO techniques, 
to include a thumbnail, titles, keywords and valid descriptions. Income 
Makeover will guide you through this and provide examples to prevent any 
troubling behaviours.  



5) Once your uploaded video has been initialized it’s time to integrate some 
features. First things first, it is recommended to include an eye-catching 
title. Include titles such as: HOW TO GET FREE BITCOIN WITH THIS 
AMAZING SCRIPT | UPDATED & WORKING | $5K PER DAY! Once you 
have assigned a title, include a description and make sure to import your 
links! Use https://bit.ly to shorten them so it bypasses the YouTube spam 
filter. Provide a thumbnail (Extremely important!),by making your own, if 
that is not possible, choose a folder of scraped YouTube successful 
thumbnails included in the Resource 5 Package. Make sure to include tags 
as well! This is in the Resource 5 Package and is the most important SEO 
promotion for your video.  
6) You have finally released a live streaming video advertising your chain, 
constantly promoting your link and inevitably, increasing your income 
stream drastically on autopilot! To further increase your income, you can 
promote your site on other social media(s): Instagram, Facebook, etc. you 
can use sites such as YouLikeHits, GrowViews, View2be to grow your 
video and increase traffic, absolutely free. *Earning records were not 
committed by Income Makeover relating to this method but rather analytics 
of other successions obtained by other precursors of The Earnings. Here 
are the possible earnings that you can make yourself! These have been 
verified and validated by analytics and users who have been successful 
using this method daily. Every step was followed including view botting to 
increase traffic. This method provides massive earnings however with a 
risk. Income Makeover promotes this for educational purposes. 
(Approximately, $20 transactions for the transport of bitcoin via satoshi 
disk.) ($395 withdrawal from minerlock.)  
Technique 6:  Social Media Explode! Possible Earnings: $2000+ Bonus 
Method! What am I going to do? Number 6 Is dynamite and will require you 
to do simplistic, legal precautions that involve Instagram, allowing you to 
earn thousands of cash with ease and in just the click of a few buttons, and 
the generation of text. You are literally going to make an Instagram account 
involving a list of popular niches. Next, you will post photos with SEO tag 
techniques and a tag scraper program (valued at $100) by Income 



Makeover to help gain followers and their reputation.  You will then 
distribute selling factors, brand deals and more to earn extra $$$. 
Requirements: Let’s verify the steps before we earn the stacks. Before 
beginning, it is required that you initialise these concepts: Sites to register:  
• Instagram (New account)  
• Mail.com Account  
• Fameswap Account  
• GramUp Extension Resources to gather:  
• Modelling photos (Examples in Resource 6 Package)  
• Affiliate programs (Pointsprizes, Amazon Affiliates, etc.)  
 
Technique 6.  
1) Create a valid, non-spamming looking Instagram profile. Now you may 
be wondering, why? Well, you are creating an Instagram profile centralized 
in posting popular niches and then providing monetizing techniques such 
as affiliation to generate money. Posts can range from memes to modelling 
poses, it is all your choice in the end.  
2) When creating your profile, make sure to include an attractive name that 
will capture an audience as well as a salient profile. If you are having 
trouble, here is the sample profile Income Makeover used to distribute this 
method correctly: To efficiently distribute a valid, eye-catching profile, you 
will need to comply with these factors: for a Profile Picture: Don’t use spam 
or over-used modelling photos. Instead, use keywords combined with a 
search engine to find under-rated eye-catching photos. Username: This 
can literally be anything you want, just make sure it does not seem 
spammy such as: “hotgirlxx, etc”.  
The Bio/Description: is the most important factor of your profile, with your 
registered email from mail.com. Make sure to put this into your description. 
This is so business models/companies can message you about deals that 
can lead you to massive cash deals. Include a “Dm me for business 
enquiries” section. Finally, make your profile look less spammy with 
contents such as hobbies, favourite artists, etc.  



3) Now that you have a valid profile, it is time to add some content onto 
your Instagram page! Personally, when Income Makeover was conducting 
this method for trial, memes and model photos brought the highest 
popularity. It is recommended that you include normal photos such as 
restaurants and iconic places, etc. to make sure Instagram does not flag 
your profile as spam. To enquire and generate some posts, simply visit the 
“Posts” folder and implement each of the ideas into your page. Pull down 
several examples of posts.  
4) Now with every post include several tags so it will generate more traffic. 
To do so, Income Makeover has provided a revolutionary tag generator 
which will not only generate tags, but privatise those with popularity filters 
to aid your posts. Simply generate some popular tags relating to your posts 
keyword and integrate them! Program Example is: 
https://i.imgur.com/hthIfnc.mp4  
Tag Integration: Open your notepad and type 5.  Paste the tags collected 
by theTag tool. Copy and paste the description from your notepad and add 
it to your post!  
5) Now that you have an Instagram profile and some posts on it, the next 
area to integrate is Instagram automation. This specific tool automates your 
Instagram account, drawing gaining likes and followers 24/7 without paying 
a single cent. To conduct this, visit this site: https://www.bot4gram.com and 
install the program on your mobile device.  
6) After the bot is installed a setup/login page appears, you can login your 
Instagram account and proceed to the dashboard. The rest is self 
explanatory, set settings customised to your own expectations and leave 
the bot running, sending to your account 100-1000 followers per day 
without using but only a few other techniques. You can also search for 
other automation bots available on PCs such as Somiibo, Jarvee, etc. 
Average Followers per day without Automation:  
With Automation + Active Posting:  
7) Now that your Instagram profile has been completed with an active 
fanbase + frequent posts to bring hits, it is time to monetize your Instagram 
page. The first and foremost technique is affiliate marketing. To do this you 



will be required to be signed up to an affiliate site which pays cash for 
offers, sells, etc. When Income Makeover tested this method, Points Prizes 
integrated with Amazon Affiliation was selling products. Constantly create 
stories + posts advertising to your affiliation. This can be posted in your 
posts description and solely create for the affiliate. Here is an example post 
including Points Prizes (Make sure to create stories as well!). 
8) Now that you are constantly promoting sites and have an 
active/trustworthy Instagram account, it is recommended to keep pushing 
forward and progress for at least 2 months. In the long run you will not 
need to advertise affiliation but rather brands will want to sign deals for 
major cash deposits! If you do not want to do affiliation, you can share 
shortened links from linkvertise or any other service for extra earnings. This 
works and will put money in your pocket as well!  
9) Then, after 2 months of growth for your Instagram account, followers 
should start to basically rain onto your account. This means that it is time to 
either continue growing or sell your account (recommended).  
After a recommended value of 50K followers, your account can reach the 
economic value of $300-$10K+ depending on buyers. This is massive and 
can be earned instantly. To sell your Instagram account, visit fameswap 
and register an account. Then list your account for sale.  
10) After listing your account, simply wait for a bid and accept the payment 
for instant cash! Remember: make sure to have at least 50K followers. If 
your having trouble with price recommendations, here is a list to help: 
Instagram Price List: 30K Followers - $200 50K Followers - $400-500 
100K+ - $1000-$10K+  
11) Conclusively, that’s it! You can repeat the steps unlimited times with 
alterations to earn quick cash. The main tip and strategy to properly 
execute this method is to have consistency when posting + an underrated 
theme for your Instagram account. Good luck with earning!  
Proof of earnings: How much can you truly earn from this method? Here is 
our confirmed statistics: 5 accounts maintained with diligence for 2 months 
straight with an average of 7 stories each and 3 posts per week. Attracted 
approximately 133,000 likes were generated from these 5 accounts! Total 



Transaction Summary: (There were over 10 transactions included! Here is 
a summary to save some time!)  And that’s it! This is the end! Income 
Makeover has provided over 5 methods to help and support your income 
growth! Trying all methods will at least have generated $20+ with correct 
execution! Don’t worry though! You have learned a mass amount of 
techniques which can always be converted into new ones through your 
imagination, Don’t give up and keep earning! Here are the statistics of this 
eBook: Currently, users have earned over $7000 from this eBook and the 
numbers are growing.  the one who can contribute further into this! You’re 
on your way as a reputable business person. This eBook was created in 
over 890 hours, congratulations, use this creation to your advantage to 
make $$$ and prosper.  


